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Abstract

This paper provides a framework to examine the poten al balance sheet adjustments of individual financial ins tu ons for
complyingwith theNSFR liquidity requirement. The suggested approach, which is also flexible enough to be applied in assessing
the poten al balance sheet impact of other regulatory proposals affec ng the balance sheet of financial ins tu ons, is an
op mum model of bank behaviour, in which a bank sta cally rearranges its observed balance sheet by maximizing its profit
with respect to constraints represen ng the balance sheet equality and various regulatory measures. According to our results,
banks react to the introduc on of the NSFR by strongly increasing their high-quality liquid assets, as well as fundamentally
altering their short-term interbank funding to long-term. In addi on, assuming no market fric ons in the market for long-term
funding from financial ins tu ons, lending to the real economy decreases rather moderately as a consequence of the measure.

JEL: C33, C36, C61, G21, G28.

Keywords: NSFR, liquidity regula on, op misa on, Basel III.

Összefoglaló

Cikkünk egy keretrendszert mutat be az NSFR likviditási követelmény pénzügyi intézmények mérlegszerkezetére gyakorolt po-
tenciális hatásának értékelésére. Javasolt megközelítésünk, amely kellően rugalmas más, a pénzügyi intézmények mérlegszer-
kezetét érintő szabályozói javaslatok lehetséges mérlegszerkeze hatásainak vizsgálatához is, egy op mumfeladat a banki vi-
selkedés modellezésére, amelyben a bank sta kusan rendezi át megfigyelt mérlegszerkezetét, profitot maximalizálva a mérleg-
egyezőség, valamint különböző szabályozói követelmények által támaszto korlátok figyelembe vétele melle . Eredményeink
szerint a bankok az NSFR bevezetésére magas minőségű likvid eszközeik állományának jelentős növelésével, továbbá rövid le-
járatú bankközi forrásaik hosszú lejáratúra való cserélésével reagálnak majd. Emelle , ha a hosszú lejáratú, pénzügyi intézmé-
nyektől származó források piacán nem teszünk föl frikciókat, a reálgazdaság hitelezése az intézkedés hatására csak mérsékelten
csökkenhet.
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1 Introduc on

Determining uniform liquidity requirements is one of themost fundamental developments of the Basel III regulatory proposals.
A key element of these liquidity requirements is the net stable funding ra o (NSFR), which requires banks to maintain a stable
funding structure in rela on to their asset composi on and off-balance sheet ac vi es, in order to reduce the risk of future
funding stress.

The NSFR is defined as the amount of available stable funding (ASF) rela ve to the amount of required stable funding (RSF), and
financial ins tu ons will be expected to maintain this ra o at or above a minimum of 100 per cent. Available stable funding
consists of capital and liability items expected to be reliable over a one-year me horizon, whereas the amount of required
stable funding depends on the liquidity characteris cs and maturity structure of the ins tu on’s asset-side por olio, as well as
on its off-balance sheet exposures. (BCBS, 2014a)

The calcula on of the ASF measure consists of first determining the carrying value of the bank’s funding sources, and then
mul plying them by their respec ve ASF factors, which are s pulated in legisla on and are based on the rela ve stability of an
ins tu on’s funding sources. Finally, the ASF measure is obtained as the sum of these products. Similarly, the measurement
methodology of the RSF is also based on assigning weights to the carrying value of assets and off-balance sheet exposures of the
bank according to their liquidity risk characteris cs and summing up the product of each exposure and its respec ve weight.
The exact categories and their assigned weights are detailed in BCBS (2014a), that is in the final standard. (BCBS, 2014a)

The first version of the NSFR was proposed in the 2010 Basel III agreement (BCBS, 2010b); however, a er a consulta on period
(during which both the BCBS and various other organisa ons tried to assess the poten al impacts of regulatory proposals
on the financial markets and the economy), a revised consulta ve document with a recalibrated NSFR was published (BCBS,
2014b). Finally, in October 2014 the final version of the standard was put forward (BCBS, 2014a), imposing minor changes in
the calcula on of the RSF, as well as accoun ng for interdependencies among certain assets and liabili es. According to the
official implementa on meline, the requirement is scheduled to come into effect on 1 January 2018. (BCBS, 2014a)

This paper contributes to the prepara on for the newly-introduced liquidity requirement by providing a framework for exam-
ining the poten al balance sheet adjustments of individual financial ins tu ons to comply with the requirement. The method
presented below thus provides an approach for es ma ng changes in the credit supply of individual ins tu ons as well as the
change in aggregate credit supply resul ng from the new regula on. In addi on, the flexible methodology presented in the
paper can also be u lised to assess the poten al balance sheet impact of other regulatory proposals affec ng the balance sheet
of financial ins tu ons. For example, by slightly modifying the assumed balance sheet structure in the model, the impacts of
measures such as changing the level of the Foreign Exchange Funding Adequacy Ra o (FFAR)¹ can also be evaluated.

Furthermore, from the impact of the NSFR on credit supply determined by this framework, and addi onally using the results es-
mated by various papers examining the rela onship between credit supply and economic growth (e.g. Moinescu and Codirlasu

(2013), or for Hungarian corporate loans, Tamási and Világi (2011)), a preliminary es mate may be provided regarding the GDP
impact of the new liquidity regula on.²

The suggested approach is an op mum model of bank behaviour, in which a bank, se ng off from observed balance sheet
data, sta cally rearranges its balance sheet³ by maximizing its profit with respect to constraints represen ng the balance sheet

¹ The Foreign Exchange Funding Adequacy Ra o was introduced by the MNB in July 2012 to alleviate the systemic refinancing and liquidity risks the
extensive currency mismatch in banks’ balance sheets, especially the extensive reliance on short-term foreign currency liabili es carries.
² Although there are differences in the related literature regarding the exact variables represen ng lending (change in es mated credit supply, credit
growth or change in the credit-to-GDP ra o) and its GDP impact (change in GDP or change in GDP per capita), the ar cles arrive at roughly the same
conclusion: a 10 per cent increase in lending results in 1-2 per cent growth in the real economy. Thus, based on this result and on our es mated
impact of the NSFR on credit supply, a rough, preliminary es mate of the GDP impact of the new liquidity regula on may be obtained by simple
mul plica on.

³ That is, the op mum problem in which the bank decides the level of its balance sheet categories is not dynamic: banks are myopic in the sense that
they only focus on complying with the requirements in the given period.
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equality and various regulatory measures. Then, the impact of the introduc on of the NSFR can be assessed, based on the
difference between the op mal adjustments in the model’s decision variables in the two cases of taking and not taking the
NSFR constraint into account. We also assume rigidity in changing the current level of items in the bank’s balance sheet, and,
complemen ng the applied methodology of Giordana and Schumacher (2011), es mate the non-financial cost of adjus ng
balance sheet items⁴ using a simultaneous equa ons approach.

In our analysis, we focus on the balance sheet adjustments needed for the eight largest individual financial ins tu ons opera ng
in Hungary to comply with the requirement. According to our results, banks react to the introduc on of the NSFR requirement
by strongly increasing their high-quality liquid assets (along with a considerable decrease in their long-term interbank lending),
as well as fundamentally changing their short-term interbank funding to long-term interbank funding. However, there is only a
moderate increase in deposits of households and non-financial corporates; in addi on, in the baseline model (in which we as-
sume the smooth func oning of the market for long-term funding from financial ins tu ons), loans to non-financial corporates
and to households decrease rather modestly.

As a robustness test, we also examine how the resul ng balance sheet adjustments change when market fric ons are taken
into account. We implement the market fric on which appears to be the most important for banks’ balance sheet adjustments
induced by the NSFR: a limited supply of long-term funding from financial ins tu ons (i.e. both from the interbank market and
from abroad). According to the balance sheet adjustments obtained in this manner, financial ins tu ons decrease their loans
to households and non-financial corporates with a much higher magnitude. Therefore, the introduc on of the NSFR could only
threaten banks’ credit supply in the case of serious difficul es in raising long-term funds both from the interbank market and
from abroad.

The structure of the paper is the following. We provide a review of the relevant literature in sec on 2, and outline the con-
sidera ons behind the choice of our framework. Sec on 3 details the applied methodology, and in sec on 4 we present the
results. Finally, sec on 5 concludes the paper.

⁴ For deposit categories, for instance, these costs could contain costs related to addi onal staff, branches, marke ng, etc...
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2 Literature Review

There has been vigorous debate about the impact of liquidity regula on on banks and on the real economy. However, due to
the scarcity of stringent liquidity regula on before the financial crisis, there are few historical episodes to evaluate the response
of banks to ghter liquidity regula on. This is par cularly true in the case of measures such as the NSFR, i.e. measures aimed
at reducing funding risk over a longer me horizon.⁵ Hence, an ex ante es ma on of the impact of implemen ng the NSFR is
only possible, by assuming the most probable behaviour of financial ins tu ons instead of by observing their actual reac ons.
Despite the difficulty in providing an ex ante assessment, numerous ar cles have experimented with evalua ng the regula-
on, because of the high relevance of the ques on in view of both financial stability and GDP growth. In these ar cles, four

different approaches can be iden fied: performing qualita ve analyses, employing sta s cal-econometric methods, applying
macroeconomic models and using micro-level op misa on methods.

2.1 QUALITATIVE ANALYSES
Before building up a quan ta ve framework, it is essen al to iden fy the intui ve theore cal reac ons we expect banks to
follow in order to comply with the newly-introduced requirement, as well as the effects of these reac ons on the financial
markets and the economy as a whole, i.e. to perform a qualita ve analysis. This approach is detailed in various papers, also
in ones providing a quan ta ve examina on, too. Among these, Scalia et al. (2013) provide a thorough collec on of the the-
ore cal predic ons appearing in the literature. According to their analysis, the new liquidity requirement will mo vate banks
to make changes in their balance sheets and maybe even in their business models, and these changes will have significant con-
sequences on financial markets and central bank opera ons (Scalia et al., 2013). In the next few paragraphs, we outline their
most important predic ons.

As a first effect, banks will increase lending spreads (and probably also decrease credit supply by ra oning credit) as a response
to the increased cost of lending to retail and SME customers, which will need to be backed by a higher ra o of stable funding,
even at shorter maturi es. In addi on, as a result of the marked difference in their RSF factors, financial ins tu ons will now
favour low-yielding, high-quality securi es over higher-yielding ones, which will increase the difference between the vola lity
and liquidity of the markets of securi es included and not included in the category of high-quality liquid assets (HQLA). (Scalia
et al., 2013)

Turning to the liability side, stronger compe on is expected to appear for retail and SME deposits, which are considered more
stable by the standard than wholesale deposits and are thus rewarded by rela vely high ASF factors. As a consequence of the
stronger compe on, however, these deposits will probably become less stable and more expensive. Since there is limited
poten al in increasing banks’ funding ra o from retail and SME deposits, banks will s ll need to resort in part to wholesale
funding. However, instead of building upon short-term financing from the interbank market, banks will be incen vised to
either raise longer-term interbank funds or issue bonds, especially covered bonds. This will both lengthen the maturi es in
the interbank market and reduce the depth and relevance of the interbank market as a whole, also increasing the vola lity of
interbank rates. (Scalia et al., 2013)

All of the balance sheet adjustments listed above point to a substan al nega ve impact on the profits of banks complying with
the regula on. Although, thanks to the requirement, banks will also be considered as a safer investment, and thus the ROEs
expected by their investors will probably decrease, the reduced profitability will almost surely mo vate banks to exploit their
market power on the loan and deposit markets and increase their interest margin, as well as to change their business models.
(Scalia et al., 2013)

⁵ To our knowledge, the only excep onal ar cle which analyses the effects of a newly-introduced liquidity regula on which is conceptually similar to
the NSFR is Shi and Tribe (2012), who examine the core funding ra o implemented in New Zealand in 2010. The ar cle uses aggregated data for the
banking sector in New Zealand collected through the Standard Sta s cal Return Survey, and employs Mann-Whitney tests to draw conclusions about
the significance of changes in key variables resul ng from the introduc on of the new liquidity regula on. The New Zealand experience shows that
banks increased the average maturity of their liabili es and achieved some shi from wholesale to retail funding. (Shi and Tribe, 2012)
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2.2 APPLICATION OF ECONOMETRIC METHODS

Among the ar cles which have employed sta s cal-econometric methods to assess the impact of liquidity requirements or
even specifically the NSFR, two dis nct groups can be defined. Papers in the first group (Banerjee and Mio (2014); Bonner
(2012)) try to draw conclusions on the impact of liquidity requirements by observing an exis ng regulatory framework in a
certain country and building econometric models on the observed data. By contrast, the papers in the second group (Dietrich
et al. (2014); Bologna (2015); Hong et al. (2014)) apply the not-yet-introduced NSFR measure as an explanatory variable for
examining certain ques ons.

Banerjee and Mio (2014) use the heterogeneous implementa on of the new liquidity regula on called the Individual Liquidity
Guidance (ILG) introduced by the UK Financial Services Authority in 2010 to iden fy impacts of the regula on on banks, and
find that banks both increased the share of HQLA to total assets and moved their funding to sources considered more stable
according to the regula on, such as non-financial deposits. However, they do not find evidence that the ILG regula on (which is
similar in structure to the liquidity coverage ra o (LCR)) had a nega ve impact on lending to the non-financial sector. Similarly,
Bonner (2012) examines the impact of the Dutch Liquidity Ra o, which is similar to the LCR, on banks’ funding costs and corpo-
rate lending rates, based on a dataset of 26 Dutch banks from January 2008 to December 2011. According to his findings based
on panel regressions with fixed effects, banks just below their liquidity requirement do not charge higher corporate lending
rates, because banks do not have pricing power in the corporate loan market. Sadly, the methods followed by these ar cles are
only applicable in an ex post analysis; thus, when trying to provide an ex ante assessment of the impact of the NSFR regula on,
a different approach is required. (Banerjee and Mio, 2014; Bonner, 2012)

As papers from the second group, Hong et al. (2014) and Bologna (2015) examine the performance of the NSFR in explaining
bank failures. Using a discrete- me hazard model that links bank failures to insolvency and both systemic and idiosyncra c
liquidity risk measures on data obtained from the Call Reports data of U.S. banks, Hong et al. (2014) finds a consistent and
sta s cally significant nega ve rela onship between bank failures and the NSFR. Bologna (2015) uses a logit model on com-
mercial bank defaults which occurred in the U.S. between 2007 and 2009 and concludes that the structural funding posi on
has a significant explanatory power in explaining the probability of bank defaults, which corresponds to the earlier conclusion
of Hong et al. (2014) on the impact of the NSFR. (Bologna, 2015; Hong et al., 2014)

In order to evaluate the poten al effects of the NSFR in the future, Dietrich et al. (2014) analyse on a sample of 921 Western
European banks over the period from 1996 to 2010 what factors have driven the level of the NSFR. With the help of regres-
sion analysis, they also examine whether and how NSFR has affected bank performance in the sense of both profitability and
macroeconomic outcomes: first, they review how various factors may have determined the level of the NSFR and then they
analyse the impact of all of the above factors jointly with the NSFR as an addi onal explanatory variable on bank performance.
According to their results, no evidence is found for a sta s cally significant influence of the NSFR on bank profitability mea-
sured by any of the common profitability measures. However, in our opinion this result cannot be interpreted in a way that the
introduc on of the NSFR will not have any impact on banks’ profitability since in the past, a certain profitability level could be
reached by markedly different business models, and thus balance sheet structures. However, banks opera ng with a funding
structure which is not stable enough are now required to change their balance sheet structure, which is a costly challenge.
Hence, in general, in our opinion it is very difficult to draw conclusions from data obtained from the period in which the NSFR
has not yet been implemented about the poten al impacts the new regula on will have in the future, and thus we refrain from
similar analyses.

2.3 ASSESSMENT USING MACROECONOMIC MODELS

A er the first proposal of the Basel III regulatory reform package in 2010, a stream of ar cles (Kopp et al. (2010); Ellio and
Santos (2012); BCBS (2010a); MAG (2010); Slovik and Cournéde (2011)) tried to analyse the expected impacts of the package
on economic output, using the macroeconomic models at the authors’ disposal. However, “unless adjusted, tradi onal macro
models which have been designed to simulate the effect of economic policy measures and tomakemacroeconomic projec ons
are typically not able to capture the macroeconomic effects of regulatory measures directly, as most of these models have
not been developed further to include (sophis cated) financial market frameworks.” (Kopp et al., 2010, p. 89) Therefore, one
approach could be to build a par al equilibriummodel to determine the connec on regulatory measures have directly with the
loan market, i.e. to assess their impact on either lending spreads or credit supply. Then, in order to come up with the effect on
economic output, one could use these es mated price or quan ty impacts as exogenous shocks in the macro model.
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Typically, ar cles es ma ng the impact of the Basel III regulatory proposals use three steps in the analysis (Kopp et al. (2010);
Ellio and Santos (2012); BCBS (2010a); Slovik and Cournéde (2011)). First, they es mate the absolute cost of the respec ve
measures the banking sector has to bear. Second, they assume that these increased costs are wholly absorbed by lending rates,
i.e. the increased funding costs and reduced profitability is fully passed through in the loan market. The implicit assump on is
that financial ins tu ons only have pricing power in the loan market.⁶ The mapping of costs to the increase in lending rates is
performed using the loan pricing formula. And finally, they simulate the macroeconomic effects of rising lending spreads using
a macroeconomic model.

The ar cles arrive at markedly different es mates. Besides using different models and some mes also in part different assump-
ons, this may likely be, as Ellio and Santos (2012) point out, due to three reasons. First, market forces may account for some

of the increases in safetymargins. Second, banks are expected to absorb part of the higher costs by cu ng expenses. And third,
since banks become safer investments as a result of the regulatory measures, investors are expected to reduce their required
rate of return. Whether and at which rate to incorporate these features into the ar cles’ calcula ons can lead to significantly
different results.

It is interes ng to compare the approach presented in this paper and the approach of macroeconomic models commonly used
in the literature. The introduc on of the NSFR creates a shor all at financial ins tu ons not yet complying with the regula on.
The shor all has to be eliminated by adjus ng the balance sheet structure of the ins tu on. This results in some decrease
in credit supply. The amount of this decrease is what the model presented in this paper tries to es mate. Then, with this
es ma on for credit supply, we can use ar cles such as Moinescu and Codirlasu (2013) or Tamási and Világi (2011) to map the
es mated change in credit supply to economic growth. By contrast, the stream of papers a emp ng to iden fy the impacts
of Basel III opt for another method. They first evaluate the costs entailed by the respec ve regula on using either external
analyses, expert judgements or e.g. by imposing assump ons regarding the order in which banks make the necessary changes
to their assets and liabili es. Hence, they do not try to explicitly es mate either the amount of adjustments banks aremo vated
tomake for compliance or the costs thereof. Nevertheless, they translate their cost assessment into an increase in lending rates
and enter these lending rates into their macro model. That is, the two approaches use two different variables, the lending rate
and the credit supply, to examine the impact of the regula on on the real economy. However, neither of the models consider
how these two variables affect each other. The macro model takes the impact of the increased lending rates on the supply of
credit into account, but this does not necessarily show the required adjustments in the loan por olio and definitely does not
address othermodifica ons in the balance sheet structure. Themodel presented here does not account for poten al changes in
lending rates as we consider the assessment of this connec on rather uncertain without imposing assump ons for the market
structure of the loan market.

Sadly, the construc on of a comprehensive macro model which is able to precisely capture financial intermedia on and is thus
suitable for including all the above men oned effects remains for further research. Nonetheless, we believe our framework is
useful in providing a method to assess changes in the balance sheet structure resul ng from regulatory measures affec ng the
balance sheet of financial ins tu ons. Before introducing our method in detail, however, let us present the papers on which
our methodology is based.

2.4 MODELS OF OPTIMAL ADJUSTMENTS

As stated above, since we are not yet able to observe financial ins tu ons’ balance sheet adjustments, we need to provide an
ex ante assessment for which we would like to determine banks’ most probable reac ons to the new regula on. To do this, a
simple but quite plausible approachmay be to assume that banks adjust their por olios ra onally; thus, given their constraints,
they choose the op mal one from the set of available por olios, i.e. the one which maximises their profits. This thought is
applied in Giordana and Schumacher (2011)⁷, an ar cle on which we fundamentally based our approach, as well as in Schmaltz
et al. (2014) and Furfine (2000).

⁶ However, the analysis of Bonner (2012) concluded that, based on his reasoning, banks in the Netherlands do not have that pricing power for corporate
loans.

⁷ Although the authors have already published theirwork in the Interna onal Reviewof Applied Economics (Giordana and Schumacher (2013)), through-
out this paper we refer to their working paper as that is the version of their work in which they have given a detailed descrip on of their op misa on
framework.
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Giordana and Schumacher (2011) aim to es mate the impact of liquidity regula ons on the bank lending channel in Luxem-
bourg. Therefore, they examine the effect of bank characteris cs iden fied in the literature as important for monetary policy
transmission in a regression model, and complement these with measures calculated from the LCR and NSFR. However, instead
of only using historical data, they also simulate the op mal balance sheet adjustments needed to adhere to the regula ons,
by maximizing banks’ profits subject to the balance sheet constraints and the requirements of the new regula ons. They do so
because, in their opinion, historical data would be relevant for their analysis only if the introduc on of the new requirements
does not induce modifica ons in the balance sheets of banks; however, this is hardly the case. Finally, they use these simulated
data to examine how the transmission mechanism would have operated if the regula ons had been put in place at the start of
the me series. (Giordana and Schumacher, 2011)

Schmaltz et al. (2014) also build an op misa on programme since they no ced that regulators only publish the distance to
Basel III compliance measures on a ra o-by-ra o basis, but this neither accounts for the interdependencies among the various
measures nor has microeconomic founda ons. Instead, they propose a distance-to-compliance por olio, which, in their inter-
preta on, is op mal for a bank which is sa sfied with its current balance sheet structure and wants to achieve compliance in
the cheapest manner, i.e. with the least effect on its balance sheet composi on. In order to arrive at this por olio, they apply
an op misa on programme with differen ated adjustment costs on balance sheet exposures. (Schmaltz et al., 2014)

Trying to explain the shi s in banks’ por olios which occurred in the United States from 1989 to 1994, Furfine (2000) also
develops an op misa on model: a structural, dynamic model of a profit-maximizing bank in which banks experience capital
shocks, face uncertain loan demand and incur costs based on their proximity to minimum capital requirements. He then uses
his model to evaluate how banks adjust their loan por olios over me with and without capital regula on. An interes ng part
of his op misa on model is that while first order condi ons are derived formally from the maximisa on problem, they are also
es mated from data on U.S. bank por olios. (Furfine, 2000)

Due to the reasons detailed above, in this paper we employ an op misa on framework to assess the poten al balance sheet
adjustments needed to comply with the newly-introduced liquidity regula on, for the eight largest financial ins tu ons in
Hungary. Our model is fundamentally based on the work of Giordana and Schumacher (2011), and is presented in detail in the
next sec on.
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3 The model of op mal balance
sheet adjustments

According to our considera ons detailed in the previous sec on, in the model we examine banks’ poten al balance sheet
reac ons to the introduc on of the NSFR liquidity measure, as well as its effects on credit supply. We take banks’ actual balance
sheet structure as a star ng point, and employ a sta c op misa on problem. In order to determine the framework of themodel,
we pose five fundamental assump ons and assume op mal behaviour within the framework characterised by our assump ons.
In line with Giordana and Schumacher (2011), these assump ons are the following:

1. Banks are myopic in the sense that they only focus on the given period (e.g. the given quarter) and they ignore any
informa on regarding the future (Giordana and Schumacher, 2011). Since the model is sta c, the length of this period is
not important, and thus we can easily ignore the market liquidity effects of banks’ resul ng balance sheet adjustments,
which would occur in the short run. In addi on, the gradual implementa on of regulatory requirements also assumes a
certain myopic behaviour by financial ins tu ons.

2. Lending and deposit rates, as well as yields on securi es and the required rate of return on equity are, when possible, bank-
specific rates, and are by assump on exogenous, that is, when deciding about the levels of balance sheet items (decision
variables), the bank does not take the price change resul ng from its quan ty decision into account. Should we li this
assump on, we would have to model the market structure explicitly. However, for that, a much more complicated and
comprehensive model would be appropriate, and since here we only want to provide an es mate of the probable effects
of the introduc on of the NSFR, we try to keep the model as simple as possible. (Giordana and Schumacher, 2011)

3. Banks do not co-operate; each of them maximises its profit separately, without taking into considera on the effects its
ac ons cause to the market (Giordana and Schumacher, 2011). Although o en disputable in prac ce, this is the simplest
and most typical assump on in the literature.

4. The bank’s business model is partly fixed, i.e. the propor on of exogenous balance sheet items to endogenous items is
fixed. The reason for this assump on is that we only want to represent the main parts of the balance sheet as decision
variables; however, for the purpose of calcula ng the requirement constraints, occasionally a much more granular per-
spec ve is necessary. We handle this issue following Giordana and Schumacher (2011) by assuming that exogenous items
in the balance sheet are ed to an endogenous variable (or to a combina on of them), in the sense that the movement
of this endogenous variable also means a (fixed) propor onate movement in the exogenous variable. The choice of the
endogenous variables depends on what is economically more jus fiable. (Giordana and Schumacher, 2011)

5. We assume rigidity in the bank’s balance sheet, i.e. it is costly to change the current level of endogenous variables (Gior-
dana and Schumacher, 2011). In line with Giordana and Schumacher (2011) and Schmaltz et al. (2014), we assume basic,
intui ve rela ons among the adjustment cost parameters, e.g. the cost of the change of the level of capital should be
higher than that of securi es (Giordana and Schumacher, 2011). However, we test the breaking of these intui ve rela-
ons both explicitly in our robustness checks detailed in appendix C, and implicitly by checking the effect of imposing an

upper bound on long-term interbank funding.

The decision variables in the model try to capture the main balance sheet categories:

• On the liability side:

– Cap: regulatory capital,

– Debt: borrowings and own-issued debt securi es,

– DC P, 1: deposits of non-financial corporates, ins tu ons, sovereigns and abroad, maturing within a year⁸,

⁸ The dis nc on by remaining maturity for the decision variables represen ng loan and deposit categories is necessary for both be er grasping the
NSFR requirement and allowing for the intui vely expected changes in short-term and long-term assets and liabili es induced by the requirement.
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– DC P, 1: deposits of non-financial corporates, ins tu ons, sovereigns and abroad, maturing beyond a year,

– DR, 1: household deposits maturing within a year,

– DR, 1: household deposits maturing beyond a year,

– DFI, 1: deposits of financial ins tu ons maturing within a year,

– DFI, 1: deposits of financial ins tu ons maturing beyond a year.

• On the asset side:

– Cash: cash and central bank reserves irrespec ve of maturity,

– GovBond: government bonds irrespec ve of maturity,

– S: other securi es,

– LFI, 1: loans to financial ins tu ons maturing within a year,

– LFI, 1: loans to financial ins tu ons maturing beyond a year,

– LC P, 1: loans to non-financial corporates, ins tu ons, sovereigns and abroad, maturing within a year,

– LC P, 1: loans to non-financial corporates, ins tu ons, sovereigns and abroad, maturing beyond a year,

– LR, 1: household loans maturing within a year,

– LR, 1: household loans maturing beyond a year.

The objec ve func on of the op misa on problem tries to describe the bank’s profits: it consists of interest earnings net
of interest expenses and the adjustment cost , which is the sum of squared adjustments in the decision variables (that is
the square of the difference between the decision variable and its ini al value, denoted by lde), weighted by the so-called
adjustment cost parameters. More specifically:⁹

i

rLi(Li diLi) rCashCash rGovBondGovBond rSS
j

rDj
Dj rDebtDebt rCapCap , (1)

where

i
Li(Li Li)2 Cash(Cash Cash)2 GovBond(GovBond GovBond)2 S(S S)2

j
Dj
(Dj Dj)2 Cap(Cap Cap)2 Debt(Debt Debt)2.

(2)

The constraints (their detailed version is provided in appendix A) represent certain regulatory requirements the bank has to
comply with, as well as the balance sheet equality. For this analysis, we only build in two requirements: the minimum capital
requirement complemented with the Supervisory Review and Evalua on Process (SREP) factor (accoun ng for both the use
of the standard and the IRB framework in calcula ng the capital adequacy), and the NSFR liquidity requirement. The balance
sheet equality captures equal changes in assets and liabili es.

NSFR constraint:
NSFR

ASF
RSF

1, (3)

Constraint of the capital adequacy ra o:

CAR
Cap
RWA

srep, (4)

Balance sheet equality:

(Cap Cap) (Debt Debt) (DC P, 1 DC P, 1) (DC P, 1 DC P, 1) (DR, 1 DR, 1)
(DR, 1 DR, 1) (DFI, 1 DFI, 1) (DFI, 1 DFI, 1)
(Cash Cash) (GovBond GovBond) (S S) (LC P, 1 LC P, 1) (LC P, 1 LC P, 1)
(LR, 1 LR, 1) (LR, 1 LR, 1) (LFI, 1 LFI, 1) (LFI, 1 LFI, 1)

(5)

where ASF, RSF and RWA are defined in appendix A in a detailed manner.

⁹ In these formulas, indices i and j run through loan and deposit categories, respec vely.
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THE MODEL OF OPTIMAL BALANCE SHEET ADJUSTMENTS

3.1 CALIBRATION OF THE ADJUSTMENT COSTS OF BALANCE SHEET ITEMS

A er collec ng the bank-level data on the ini al balance sheet structure and lending anddeposit rates using the databases of the
MNB’s supervisory repor ng data, the only parameters which s ll need to be determined are the adjustment cost parameters.
As Schmaltz et al. (2014) states, the adjustment costs captured by these parameters represent non-financial costs to change
posi ons. Costs occur not only at posi on increases (e.g. addi onal staff, branches, marke ng), but also at posi on decreases
(“A bank might face contractual penal es to shut down branches, lay off staff, and exit infrastructure.” (Schmaltz et al., 2014,
p. 7)). Generally, these costs are not straigh orward to compute, or even to determine whether increases or decreases in
a par cular posi on incur higher non-financial adjustment costs. Thus, we use a simple quadra c func onal form for the
calcula on of the adjustment costs of changes in posi ons. That is, we do not make a dis nc on between the cost of increases
or decreases in a par cular decision variable: we apply one adjustment cost parameter for each variable and the same quadra c
func onal form for all decision variables.

For determining the adjustment cost parameters, Giordana and Schumacher (2011) apply the following method. In their opin-
ion, the level of the adjustment cost parameters is of minor importance, and the model is rather robust to their modifica on.
In contrast, the rela on of the parameters is what really ma ers, and for this Giordana and Schumacher (2011) provide the
following intui vely expected rela ons in their model:

S L D Cap, (6)

that is, according to their expecta ons, the adjustment cost parameter of securi es should be lower than the adjustment cost
parameters of loans and deposits, in addi on, the adjustment cost parameter of capital should be even higher than these. We
agree with these rela ons and expect their compliance in our case as well.

Since they consider their level of minor importance, Giordana and Schumacher (2011) do not try to calibrate their model to
real data by es ma ng the adjustment cost parameters. By contrast, they assume the parameters to be unknown and try to
ascertain the robustness of themodel in terms of these parameters with a simple simula on. They simulated 5,000 realisa ons.
For each realisa on, they transform the generated, uniformly distributed random number into adjustment cost parameters
using the following mapping (which takes the above given intui ve rela ons into account) (Giordana, 2014):

L D 0.01 0.03

Cap 0.1(1 )

S 0.01 .¹⁰
Finally, they subs tute the simulated adjustment cost parameters into the op misa on programme, which they then solve.
In their ar cle, they present the average effect of the 5,000 op mal solu ons on the balance sheet items. (Giordana and
Schumacher, 2011; Giordana, 2014)

If the results obtained from the model are robust enough to the modifica on of the parameters, their approach is jus fiable.
In our opinion, however, even in this case the level of these parameters has a fundamentally influen al impact on the size of
the op mal adjustment. Thus, we consider it inevitable to provide a benchmark level es mated from real data for each of our
parameters, to which we can anchor the expected value of the robustness simula on. In order to es mate this benchmark
level, we derive the Lagrange func on of the constrained op misa on problem, and analyse it in its op mum (i.e. we analyse
the system of equa ons given by the Lagrange func on’s first order condi ons). As an illustra on, we demonstrate a typical
first order condi on of a deposit category, e.g. household deposits maturing within a year:

ℒ
DR, 1

rDR, 1
2 DR, 1

(DR, 1 DR, 1) 1 1 3 0.

We denote the dual variables (otherwise known as Lagrange-mul pliers) by i, i 1, 2, 3. As is well-known, their values mean
the extent of change that would occur in the objec ve func on should we relax the constraint represented by the dual variable
by one unit. Their sign depends on the rela on of the original constraint: in par cular, there are no sign restric ons for a dual
variable belonging to an equality constraint. In the first order condi on presented above, 1 represents the NSFR constraint,

¹⁰ In these formulas, ∼ U(0, 1).
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whereas 3 the balance sheet equality. Note that since the balance sheet equality is by defini on always met with equality,
its dual variable is, according to the Kuhn-Tucker theorem, never restricted by sign. Furthermore, the Lagrange-mul plier of
the balance sheet equality appears in every first order condi on, as all decision variables are included in the balance sheet
constraint. In addi on, in all the equa ons only the adjustment cost parameter of the variable used in deriva on for that
par cular first order condi on is represented.

Therefore, similar to Furfine (2000), we may reinterpret the first order condi ons to calibrate the adjustment cost parameters
to real data. Let us convert the above equa on to the following form:

(DR, 1 DR, 1)
1

2 DR, 1

rDR, 1

1

2 DR, 1

1
1

2 DR, 1

3. (7)

If we now replace the values of the op mal decision variables determined by the model with their observed level in the next
period, and in addi on we replace the latent dual variables with an intercept, observable control variables and – since 3

appears in every equa on, and it has no sign restric on – with an error term not restricted in sign, we transform the op mal
behaviour mechanisms represented in the first order condi ons into models es mable from real data. That is, instead of the
model-based first order condi on (equa on 7), we consider the following equa on:

DR, 1,it 0 1rDR, 1 ,it 𝐙𝐢𝐭𝜶𝟐 it,

where 𝐙 represents the vector of control variables.

Since the equa ons we want to es mate represent the connec on between the “price” and the “traded quan ty” in a market,
if es mated in this form, the resul ng coefficient would show a certain weighted average of demand and supply-side effects.
However, according to the assump ons of our model, the opposite side of the bank’s markets (i.e. the demand side in loan
markets and the supply side in deposit markets) is given exogenously, there is no simultaneous determina on of price and
quan ty. For this reason, for the parameter we are interested in, the coefficient es mated this way would give a strongly biased
es mate, which may even be counterintui ve in sign. Therefore, in order to provide more precise es mates, it is advisable to
transform our single-equa on models into models consis ng of two simultaneous equa ons: a demand equa on and a supply
equa on. An example could be the following simultaneous system of equa ons:

DR, 1,it 0 1rDR, 1 ,it 𝐒𝐢𝐭𝜶𝟐 it (8)

DR, 1,it 0 1rDR, 1 ,it 𝐓𝐢𝐭𝜷𝟐 it. (9)

Here, the change in the deposit stock and the deposit interest rate are variables determined in an endogenous, simultaneous
manner. For the iden fica on of the equa ons, that is for deciding which equa on belongs to the demand curve and which
to the supply curve, we need exogenous explanatory variables in each equa on which do not appear in the other equa on.
Transla ng this to our topic, we need to find exogenous explanatory variables which jus fiably only determine the demand or
the supply of deposits (i.e. the vector of explanatory variables 𝐒 has to have at least one explanatory variable not included in
𝐓, and vice versa). An intui ve demand-side variable could be, for example, the change in the bank’s credit stock, and for the
supply side, the change in households’ disposable income. A er iden fying our equa ons, they can be es mated separately
by two-stage least squares (2SLS).

Generally, we u lise the coefficient of the interest rate in the equa on represen ng the bank’s side of the market. Thus, in
this par cular case, we need the coefficient of the deposit rate from the equa on represen ng the deposit demand. From this
es mated coefficient, we derive the adjustment cost parameter by a simple algebraic transforma on, using the model-based
nexus between the coefficient of the interest rate and the adjustment cost parameter 1

1
2 DR, 1

.
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4 Adjustments imposed by the NSFR
requirement

Before demonstra ngourmain results, let us quickly summarise themost important considera ons behind the calibra onof the
adjustment cost parameters. For the es ma on, we employ simultaneous systems of equa ons according to the methodology
presented in the previous sec on, on a quarterly panel dataset of the eight banks in ques on, from 2003 Q1 to 2014 Q3. We try
to es mate the adjustment cost parameters of all decision variableswhere it is possible to assumeanequilibriumdetermina on.
However, we do not experiment with es ma ng the adjustment cost parameters assumed to be very low, i.e. the parameters
of the decision variables Cash, GovBond, S, LFI, 1, LFI, 1, DFI, 1 and DFI, 1. The reason for this is that the stocks and the markets
of these exposures are usually governed by different incen ves than equilibrium considera ons such as longer-term supply and
demand: liquidity crea on, or merely passive adjustment to monetary policy ac ons.

We are also unable to provide reliable es mates for the adjustment cost parameters of capital and of borrowings and own-
issued debt securi es. We suspect that this is due to the fact that in the Hungarian market environment, it is rather difficult
to assume an ac ve market governed by equilibrium adjustment of prices according to the quan es demanded and supplied
in the market for the aforemen oned balance sheet items. Banks’ demand for capital is basically determined by regulatory
requirements, and for the majority of banks, in cases of scarcity it is usually the foreign owners of the banks which step in with
a capital injec on. In addi on, only one of the examined banks is listed on the Hungarian stock exchange. Also, the bulk of
long-term borrowings are from the Hungarian banks’ foreign parent companies, and bond issuance is not considered a typical
source of funding for Hungarian banks. However, it is important to note that it is only the specific proper es of the Hungarian
market which makes it difficult or even impossible to perform these es ma ons. Theore cally, and probably also prac cally in
countries with more developed security markets, equilibrium models with simultaneous equa ons can be built for capital and
bond markets as well.

The es mated systems of equa ons aswell as all of the es mated coefficients are presented in detail in appendix B. The resul ng
adjustment cost parameters are summarised in Table 1. The adjustment cost parameters which are assumed to be large, i.e.
the adjustment cost parameters of capital and borrowings and own-issued securi es, are set to the ad-hoc level of 0.001.¹¹

Table 1
Adjustment cost parameters calibrated by simultaneous systems of equa ons (×10 6)

LC P, 1 LC P, 1 LR, 1 LR, 1 DC P, 1 DC P, 1 DR, 1 DR, 1

11.800 9.201 22.120 22.120 28.172 28.172 13.486 13.486

Since we only es mate these adjustment cost parameters to provide a benchmark for the level of the adjustment cost param-
eters from real data, and as it is not possible to es mate all of the adjustment cost parameters with econometric methods, it
is of paramount importance to check whether our results are robust to the modifica on of these adjustment cost parameters.
Therefore, we conduct a sequence of robustness tests, which are detailed in appendix C. Themain conclusions from the robust-
ness tests are that the adjustment cost parameters of capital, borrowings and own-issued debt securi es, as well as deposits
and loans of households and non-financial corporates behave robustly to their absolute and rela ve modifica ons, provided
that we do not break the intui ve rela ons s pulated in equa on 6. However, the results are very unstable to the modifica on
of the small adjustment cost parameters, although the more of these values we are able to set reliably, the more stable results
we will obtain. This instability is both observable when their parameters are changed rela ve to each other and in the case
when the distance of their common level to other parameter categories is modified.

¹¹ As will be obvious from the following paragraphs and also from appendix C, the exact level of the adjustment cost parameters of these two variables
is not important in the model, provided that they are considerably higher than all other adjustment cost parameters.
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Figure 1
Aggregate op mal adjustments in the decision variables
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Note: The figure depicts the addi onal effect the introduc on of the NSFR requirement imposes in banks’ balance sheets, i.e. the difference between
the two op mal adjustments when the NSFR constraint is taken and not taken into account.

The instability of the model to changes in the small adjustment cost parameters seems intui ve, since it is rather obvious that
in the model, the bank will try to comply with its constraints in the easiest, cheapest way possible, that is by changing the
level of the exposures where the adjustment costs are lowest rela ve to the contribu on of the given balance sheet item to
achieving theNSFR. Thus, when these small parameters are altered rela ve to each other, huge changes can occur in the op mal
solu ons. Similarly large subs tu on effects are, however, highly unlikely in case of larger parameters, e.g. we could observe
almost no variability in our results when altering the adjustment cost parameters of capital and debt. Therefore, when forming
conclusions, we need to par cularly take into considera on the sensi vity of the model to small adjustment cost parameters.
By contrast, the level of adjustment cost parameters of capital and debt is of minor importance, hence an ad-hoc level of the
adjustment cost parameter, which is, according to our intui on, much higher than all the other parameters, seems jus fiable.

Because of the instability of the model to the small adjustment cost parameters, we calculate the op mal adjustments using
100 realisa ons¹² of simulated small adjustment cost parameters, varying in the interval [0.5, 7] ⋅ 10 6. The results shown in
Figure 1 are the mean of the distribu on of op mal adjustments resul ng from this simula on. In the figure, we show the
adjustments resul ng from the introduc on of the NSFR constraint in every decision variable.

In our opinion, the op mal balance sheet structure is very difficult to interpret. This is due to the fact that this model captures
only a few reasons according to which a financial ins tu on chooses a balance sheet structure which it considers to be op mal.
Therefore, it is almost certain that the bank (with other mo va ons also in mind) will consider as op mal (and will actually
choose) a balance sheet structure different from our results. By contrast, the difference between the op mal adjustments
of the two cases when the NSFR constraint is accounted for and when it is not included in the model, is thought to be very
informa ve, since – provided that the rela ve size of adjustment cost parameters are correctly captured – it represents the
addi onal effect the introduc on of the NSFR requirement imposes in the bank’s balance sheet structure. Therefore, we depict
this difference between the two op mal adjustments in the figures.

¹² We also performed calcula ons with higher number of realisa ons, but remained at a fairly low number as the mean of op mal adjustments has
already proven itself to be stable at this number; moreover, increasing the number of realisa ons slowed down computa on speed considerably.
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ADJUSTMENTS IMPOSED BY THE NSFR REQUIREMENT

Figure 2
An example of the heterogeneity of op mal adjustments in the decision variables
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Note: The figure depicts the addi onal effect the introduc on of the NSFR requirement imposes in banks’ balance sheets, i.e. the difference between
the two op mal adjustments when the NSFR constraint is taken and not taken into account.

We demonstrate the aggregate adjustments of the eight largest banks in Hungary, which account for more than 77 per cent
of the banking sector, based on the 2015 Q1 balance sheet total. We provide the adjustments for the last five periods¹³ in
our database, because we have individual NSFR values es mated approximately by MNB for these periods. These es mated
values are useful for fi ng the model-based NSFR values to real data. The reason for this fi ng is that – although our NSFR
calculated in the constraint captures the effect of the main balance sheet exposure categories on the NSFR as well as the me
series dynamics of the requirement, which channels of impact are the truly relevant aspects of the NSFR constraint for the
model – our model-based NSFR calcula on is not as granular as the calcula on s pulated in the standard, thus it cannot yield
the real NSFR level. Therefore, in order to grasp the adjustment needs which are actually relevant for banks, we fit the level of
our model-based NSFR to its real level. We also perform similar fi ng in case of the capital adequacy ra o.

Figure 1 thus represents a bar plot for each period, and in a bar plot for a given period, we can observe the difference between
the op mal adjustments of taking and not taking the NSFR requirement into account, for every decision variable. It is important
to note that themagnitudes of adjustments are highly heterogeneous among ins tu ons. For the ins tu ons ini ally complying
with both the CAR and the NSFR requirements, there are by defini on no addi onal adjustments due to the introduc on of
the NSFR.¹⁴ Hence, adjustments appear only for two to four ins tu ons, depending on the period in ques on. In addi on, the
differences among ins tu ons in the magnitudes of adjustments are not only due to differences in ini al NSFR levels: there is
also considerable heterogeneity among banks due to their ini al balance sheet structures and bank-specific exogenous “price”
parameters. To illustrate that, we choose a period when two similar-sized ins tu ons had approximately the same ini al NSFR
figures (and both complied with the requirement of the capital adequacy ra o), and demonstrate their adjustments implied by

¹³ As it is not our goal to analyse balance sheet adjustment needs in a me series dimension, but we are only interested in the most recent adjustment
needs, we do not consider a problem that the poten al balance sheet impact of complying with the NSFR requirement can only be examined in these
periods.

¹⁴ There are also only negligible adjustments at a level of maximum 4-5 million forints when moving to the op mum from the ini al balance sheet
structure. The reason for these is that changes to the op mum cannot be quite high because of the loss in profit caused by the increasing adjustment
costs.
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Figure 3
Aggregate op mal adjustments in the decision variables – with upper bound on long-term interbank funding
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Note: The figure depicts the addi onal effect the introduc on of the NSFR requirement imposes in banks’ balance sheets, i.e. the difference between
the two op mal adjustments when the NSFR constraint is taken and not taken into account.

the model in Figure 2. It is observable in the figure that, although the primary adjustment direc ons are the same and their
magnitudes are highly similar, differences in the balance sheet structure (following our example, a significant disparity in the
ini al stock of long-term interbank loans) could easily yield somewhat different adjustments.

According to the aggregate adjustments shown in Figure 1, banks react to the introduc on of the NSFR requirement by strongly
increasing their high-quality liquid assets (Cash and GovBond), as well as fundamentally changing their short-term interbank
funding into long-term funding. There is a somewhat significant decrease in long-term loans to financial ins tu ons as well.
Interes ngly, however, we can only observe amoderate increase in deposits of households and non-financial corporates. Given
that adjustments of this magnitude are possible in high-quality securi es and interbank funding, loans to non-financial corpo-
rates and to households decrease rather modestly, with the only excep on of long-term loans to non-financial corporates, for
which category we es mated a rela vely lower adjustment cost parameter (see Table 1).

4.1 ALTERNATIVE SPECIFICATIONS

There are some extensions, or slight modifica ons of the model which are interes ng to consider. First, the balance sheet
adjustments imposed by our baseline calcula ons are not definitely possible in all market situa ons: despite the fact that we
have implicitly assumed a normal market environment, there may be fric ons which could limit adjustments in some markets.
It is thus highly important to test how our results change when we include such fric ons in the model. Given the adjustments
obtained from our baseline model, the freezing of the long-term interbank market entails the highest risk to our results. That
is, banks might not be able to raise long-term interbank funding of this magnitude.¹⁵ Therefore, we introduce an upper bound
for the adjustment in the variable DFI, 1.

¹⁵ Or – which is equivalent in effect – that the increased price of long-term interbank funding resul ng from the rising net demand in the market makes
it not worthy for certain market par cipants to raise funding this way.
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Figure 4
Aggregate op mal adjustments in the decision variables – with upper bound on long-term interbank funding and lower
bound on corporate and household lending
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Note: The figure depicts the addi onal effect the introduc on of the NSFR requirement imposes in banks’ balance sheets, i.e. the difference between
the two op mal adjustments when the NSFR constraint is taken and not taken into account.

We first set this upper bound at the reasonable level of the aggregate ini al ASF reserve of banks whose NSFR is ini ally above
the 100 per cent requirement; however, this upper bound does not bind our adjustments. Therefore, and also in order to
abstract from the peculiari es of the Hungarian market and thus generalise our model, as well as to illustrate the fact that
expert considera ons can also be built into the model, we have introduced an ad-hoc upper bound for long-term interbank
funding. According to this upper bound, posi ve adjustments in DFI, 1 cannot exceed 30 per cent of the variable’s ini al level.
The resul ng adjustments are depicted in Figure 3. It is visible in Figure 3 that with the upper bound imposed this way, financial
ins tu ons decrease their loans to households and non-financial corporates with amuch higher magnitude. This can be argued
considering that by imposing the upper bound, we strongly decrease the bank’s ASF level. In order to comply with the NSFR
requirement, with this decrease in ASF in mind, the bank also has to cut its RSF. And to do so, the most effec ve strategy seems
to be to cut the amount of loans to households and to non-financial corporates, since the RSF weight of high-quality liquid
assets is very low, and in addi on the subs tu on of this missing long-term interbank funding to deposits is also disincen vised
by their high adjustment cost. As a conclusion, introduc on of the NSFR could only threaten banks’ credit supply in the case of
serious difficul es raising long-term funds both from the interbank market and from abroad.

How could a bank avoid the considerable reputa onal loss thatwould result from thismarked decrease in lending to households
and non-financial corporates? To addi onally examine this in our framework, we limit banks’ opportunity to reduce their
lending to the real sector by adding lower bounds for the variables LC P, 1, LC P, 1, LR, 1 and LR, 1. These lower bounds ensure
that nega ve adjustments of the loan stocks extended to households and non-financial corporates cannot be higher than e.g.
10 per cent of the stocks’ ini al level. The results shown in Figure 4 indicate that in this case banks need to resort to a rac ng
higher amounts of deposits. This is due to the fact that by ar ficially limi ng banks’ adjustment opportuni es in the variables
represen ng lending to the real sector, the strong decrease in their ASF level caused by the upper bound on long-term interbank
funding can be counteracted most efficiently by increasing deposit amounts. Although this cannot be analysed within the
model, in prac ce in the longer run this can be easily accomplished by increasing deposit rates.
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Figure 5
Aggregate op mal adjustments in the decision variables when every bank has to increase its current NSFR level by 5 per-
centage points
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Note: The figure depicts the effect of requiring every bank to increase its current NSFR level by 5 percentage points, i.e. the difference between the
two op mal adjustments when the NSFR constraint is set at 5 percentage points plus the current NSFR level of the ins tu on, and when it is set at
the bank’s current level.

We can obtain another extension, a generalisa on of the model if, instead of complying with the NSFR requirement s pulated
in the legisla on, we require every bank to increase its current NSFR level by e.g. 5 percentage points.¹⁶ In this framework, we
can also easily examine to what extent financial ins tu ons would alter their balance sheet structures if the NSFR requirement
was raised by 5 per cent, which is an interes ng ques on for macropruden al policymaking. However, in this case we want
to abstract from the par culari es of the Hungarian market and to demonstrate the size of the adjustments a general need
to increase banks’ NSFR levels would necessitate, which answers the ques on of the costs which might be entailed by a move
towards a more stable funding structure.¹⁷

The aggregate op mal adjustments, which are demonstrated in Figure 5, cover some heterogenei es. Although the magnitude
of the adjustments is similar for all banks, there are some differences due to the ins tu ons’ different size and balance sheet
structure. In addi on, some variability may appear in the resul ng adjustments across periods and ins tu ons, due to the
changing, exogenously given “prices” of balance sheet categories. Despite these heterogenei es, however, the resul ng ag-
gregate adjustments are considerably smaller than observed in the previous figures, i.e. when examining the aggregate effects
of all banks complying with the 100 per cent NSFR requirement. This is because in this exercise, although the adjustment of all
banks was expected, the amount of the adjustment need – 5 percentage points – is much lower in this case for banks not yet
complying with the requirement. Nevertheless, the direc on of the resul ng adjustments coincides with our expecta ons, as
well as with our baseline results.

¹⁶ The results of this exercise can be calculated as the difference between the op mal adjustments when the NSFR constraint is set at 5 percentage
points plus the current NSFR level of the ins tu on, and when it is set at the bank’s current level.

¹⁷ Although the ques on is rather theore cal, such a move might actually occur, even without regulatory pressure as well, e.g. if banks want to rebuild
their target NSFR level a er a system-wide shock.
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5 Conclusion

With this paper, we contribute to the prepara on for the upcoming NSFR liquidity requirement by assessing the balance sheet
adjustments needed for the eight largest financial ins tu ons opera ng in Hungary to comply with the requirement. In order
to perform this ex ante assessment, we employ an op misa on model of bank behaviour. In the op misa on problem, a bank
maximises its profit (which consists of interest earnings net of interest expenses minus the non-financial costs of changing its
balance sheet structure towards compliance with regulatory measures) with respect to the NSFR and the capital adequacy
ra o as constraints, as well as the balance sheet equality. The model departs from observed balance sheet data and performs a
sta c op misa on. For obtaining the parameters governing the non-financial cost of balance sheet adjustments from real data,
where it is possible based on the par culari es of the given market we es mate simultaneous equa ons models represen ng
the markets of balance sheet items (e.g. long-term household loans or short-term corporate deposits). In addi on, we also
examine the robustness of our results due to changes in adjustment cost parameters, based on various simula ons.

Our results depict the difference between op mal adjustments of the two cases when the NSFR constraint is accounted for and
when it is not included in the model. According to our results, which mask significant heterogenei es among banks, banks re-
act to the introduc on of the NSFR requirement by strongly increasing their high-quality liquid assets, as well as fundamentally
changing their short-term interbank funding into long-term funding. However, there is only a moderate increase in deposits of
households and non-financial corporates, and, given that adjustments of this magnitude are possible in high-quality securi es
and interbank funding, loans to non-financial corporates and to households decrease rather modestly. By addi onally imposing
an upper bound on adjustments in long-term interbank funding, we also li our baseline assump on of normal market circum-
stances and include possible market fric ons in the model. In this manner, we were able to ascertain that banks would only be
incen vised to dras cally contract credit supply as a reac on to the introduc on of the NSFR requirement in the case of serious
difficul es raising long-term funds both from the interbank market and from abroad. However, in case they associate high
reputa onal costs to a considerable reduc on of credit supply, they could alterna vely raise their deposit stocks for complying
with the requirement. Addi onally, we also examine the aggregate impact of requiring every bank in the system to increase
its current NSFR level by 5 percentage points. This exercise emphasises that our results are not only relevant for Hungary, but
could be of general importance to macropruden al policymakers.

This assessment could also be useful as a first step in providing a preliminary es mate regarding the GDP impact of the new
liquidity regula on, as well as a general framework of assessing the poten al balance sheet impact of regulatory proposals
affec ng the balance sheets of financial ins tu ons. Providing more precise es mates of the adjustment cost parameters, or
expanding the model to include further segmenta on of balance sheet categories used as decision variables (adding different
currencies, for example) remain for future research.
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Appendix A Detailed specifica on of
the op mum problem

As stated in the main text, the boundary constraints of the bank’s op mum problem are the balance sheet equality as well as
two regulatory requirements: the NSFR liquidity requirement and the minimum capital requirement, supplemented with the
SREP factor. In determining the constraints derived from the two regulatory requirements, we try to map the regula ons as
closely as possible, but also to retain themodel’s simplicity. Therefore, we introduce fixed propor onality factors with whichwe
e the changes in exogenous balance sheet items to our decision variables. That is, our regulatory constraints are the following.

1. NSFR constraint:

NSFR
ASF
RSF

1,

where
ASF Cap DC P, 1 DFI, 1 DR, 1 Debt 1DR, 1 2(DC P, 1 DFI, 1 Debt),

RSF 3Cash 8GovBond 4 (1 dFI, 1)LFI, 1 f1S f2S 5 f3S f4S (1 )(1 dFI, 1)LFI, 1

(1 f1 f2 f3 f4)S (1 dR, 1)LR, 1 (1 dC P, 1)LC P, 1 6f5LR, 1

7 f6LR, 1 (1 dC P, 1)LC P, 1 (1 )(1 f1 f2 f3 f4)S (1 dFI, 1)LFI, 1
i

diLi RA.

2. CAR constraint:

CAR
Cap
RWA

srep,

where

RWA 1(Cash GovBond) 2g1
i

Li S Cash GovBond RA

3 (1 dFI, 1)LFI, 1 (1 dFI, 1)LFI, 1 (1 dC P, 1)LC P, 1 (1 dC P, 1)LC P, 1

4g2(LR, 1 LR, 1) 5f7(LR, 1 LR, 1) 6f8(LR, 1 LR, 1)

7g3 8g4 9g5 10g6 11g7 12g8
i

Li S Cash GovBond RA
i

diLi

h1(Cash GovBond) h2(LC P, 1 LC P, 1 LR, 1 LR, 1) h3(LR, 1 LR, 1)

h4
i

Li S Cash GovBond RA h5(LC P, 1 LC P, 1 LR, 1 LR, 1)

h6
i

Li S Cash GovBond RA .

The fixed propor onality factors are defined below. The factors denoted by gi, i 1, … 8 are used to calculate the amount of
risk-weighted assets according to the Basel II standard approach, whereas the factors hj, j 1, … 6 are used for the calcula on
of risk-weighted assets in internal ra ngs-based (IRB) models.

• is the propor on of the part maturing beyond one year from borrowings and own-issued securi es;

• is the propor on of the part which matures later than six months from funding from financial ins tu ons maturing
within a year;
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APPENDIX A DETAILED SPECIFICATION OF THE OPTIMUM PROBLEM

• is the propor on of the part maturing later than six months but within one year from borrowings and own-issued
securi es;

• is the propor on of the part maturing within six months from credit granted to financial ins tu ons maturing within a
year;

• f1 is the corporate bonds or covered bonds with a credit ra ng of at least AA- in propor on to the decision variable “other
securi es”;

• f2 is marketable government securi es in propor on to other securi es;

• f3 is marketable securi es represen ng a frac on of ownership, issued by non-financial ins tu ons, propor onal to other
securi es;

• f4 is the propor on of marketable corporate bonds or covered bonds bearing higher risk (i.e. with a credit ra ng of A+ to
BBB-) to other securi es;

• is the propor on of the part maturing within one year from securi es not covered by the previous four security subcat-
egories;

• f5 is the performing residen al mortgage loans with an LTV not higher than 80 per cent,¹⁸ maturing beyond one year, in
propor on to all loans to households maturing beyond one year;

• f6 is the performing household loans maturing beyond one year not complying with the category for the risk weight of
maximum 35 per cent, in propor on to all household loans maturing beyond one year;

• g1 is the propor on of performing loans to public sector en es, regional governments and other ins tu ons to the bal-
ance sheet total;

• g2 is the performing household loans not secured by a mortgage to all loans to households;

• f7 is the performing residen al mortgage loans with an LTV not higher than 80 per cent¹⁹, in propor on to all household
loans (irrespec ve of maturity);

• f8 is the performing household loans not complying with the category for the risk weight of maximum 35 per cent, in
propor on to all household loans (irrespec ve of maturity);

• g3 is the propor on of exposures bearing extremely high risk, propor onal to the balance sheet total;

• g4 is covered bonds propor onal to the balance sheet total;

• g5 is exposures to ins tu ons and corporates with a short-term credit ra ng, to the balance sheet total;

• g6 is exposures of collec ve investment forms, to the balance sheet total;

• g7 is exposures possessing stock-like features, to the balance sheet total;

• g8 is the propor on of assets not categorised in the calcula on of risk-weighted assets, to the balance sheet total;

• h1 is the risk-weighted exposures to central governments and central banks in propor on to the sum of the decision vari-
ables Cash and GovBond;

• h2 is the risk-weighted exposures to ins tu ons in propor on to loans to non-financial corporates, sovereigns, ins tu ons
and abroad;

• h3 is residen al risk-weighted exposures, propor onal to all loans to households;

• h4 is risk-weighted exposures possessing stock-like characteris cs to the balance sheet total;

• h5 is the propor on of risk-weighted corporate exposures to loans granted to financial ins tu ons, non-financial corpo-
rates, sovereigns, ins tu ons and abroad;

¹⁸ This category corresponds to the risk weight of maximum 35 per cent in the Basel II standard approach to credit risk.
¹⁹ See footnote 18.
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• h6 is the propor on of risk-weighted exposures of other assets represen ng other than credit-like commitments, to the
balance sheet total;

• di (i running through decision variables of various loan categories) is the propor on of non-performing loans to all loans
in that par cular loan category.

Addi onally, RA represents the observed ini al value of residual assets, that is assets not captured by the NSFR regula on.
We assume these residual assets to be unchanged in the op misa on. The parameters i, i 1, … 7 stand for the regulatory
weights of the categories in the NSFR specifica on. Similarly, j, j 1, … 12 contain the risk weights used for the calcula on
of risk-weighted exposures in the Basel II standard approach. For the IRB approaches, since our fixed propor onality factors
hk, k 1, … 6 include the considera on of risk weights, we have not imposed addi onal parameters.
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Appendix B Detailed results of the
calibra ng equa ons

As stated in the main text, this sec on details the es ma on results of the simultaneous systems of equa ons we employ
to calibrate the model’s adjustment cost parameters. We do not experiment with es ma ng the adjustment cost parameters
assumed to be very low, i.e. the parameters of the decision variables Cash,GovBond, S, LFI, 1, LFI, 1, DFI, 1 andDFI, 1. The reason
for this is that the stocks and the markets of these exposures are usually governed by different incen ves than equilibrium
considera ons such as longer-term supply and demand: liquidity crea on, or merely passive adjustment to monetary policy
ac ons.

Also, we are unable to provide reliable es mates for the adjustment cost parameters of capital and of borrowings and own-
issued debt securi es. We suspect that this is due to the fact that in the Hungarian market environment, it is rather difficult
to assume an ac ve market governed by equilibrium adjustment of prices according to the quan es demanded and supplied
in the market for the aforemen oned balance sheet items. Banks’ demand for capital is basically determined by regulatory
requirements, and for the majority of banks, in cases of scarcity it is usually the foreign owners of the banks which step in with
a capital injec on. In addi on, only one of the examined banks is listed on the Hungarian stock exchange. Also, the bulk of
long-term borrowings are from the Hungarian banks’ foreign parent companies, and bond issuance is not considered a typical
source of funding for Hungarian banks. However, it is important to note that it is only the specific proper es of the Hungarian
market which make it difficult or even impossible to perform these es ma ons. Theore cally, and probably also prac cally in
countries with more developed security markets, equilibrium models with simultaneous equa ons can be built for capital and
bond markets as well.

For the decision variables the adjustment cost parameters of which are es mable, we base our es ma on strategy on Sóvágó
(2011), who tried to decompose the developments in lending to the corporate sector to supply and demand factors by iden -
fying supply and demand with a simultaneous econometric model es mated on a panel database. As he did, we also make use
of some variables in the Bank Lending Survey conducted by MNB, which includes informa on about lending standards, banks’
willingness to lend, as well as the demand for loans perceived by banks.

In performing the es ma ons of the simultaneous systems of equa ons, we focus mainly on the coefficient from which the
adjustment cost parameter of that par cular decision variable can be calculated. This is the coefficient of the “price” variable
in the equa on represen ng the bank’s side, that is the supply equa on in loan markets, and the demand equa on in markets
for funding. Nonetheless, we always take into considera on the intui ve signs of coefficients of other variables, as well as the
signs of coefficients in the other equa on, and also check tests examining the appropriateness of the model.

For the es ma ons, we employ a quarterly panel dataset of the eight banks in ques on, from 2003 Q1 to 2014 Q3. In contrast
to Sóvágó (2011), we also es mate simultaneous equa ons models on various other markets than the corporate loan market.
Another difference between the two ar cles is that we par on the (corporate) loan market according to maturity. Since the
MNB’s supervisory data supply for the maturity structure of exposures is only available with the necessary level of detail from
2010 Q1, in order to secure a me series dimension long enough for es ma on, instead of separa ng loan and deposit stock at
their remaining maturity on a cash-flow basis, we have par oned these stocks according to the exposures’ original maturity,
in a contract-based manner. We believe this slight bias is acceptable since we are only using these equa ons for calibra on.

In themodels, we try to explain the difference of the decision variables’ level. We es mate each equa on separately by the two-
stage-least-squares (2SLS) es mator²⁰, and check by a Hausman test whether it is necessary to use a fixed effects es mator. In
addi on, we also examine tests related to the iden fica on. The endogeneity test assesses whether the specified endogenous

²⁰ This equa on-by-equa on es ma on method might not be appropriate in case the equa ons are highly correlated. Thus, as a robustness check we
stacked the equa ons represen ng the bank’s side of each market together, and performed a system es ma on using a two-step GMM es mator,
taking cross-equa on correla ons into account. The resul ng es mates are of the same sign as the equa on-by-equa on es mates for every es -
mated coefficient. In addi on, they are very close to each other in terms of significance levels, and they are of the same magnitude, too, although
there are some differences between the es mates received using the two methods. Nevertheless, the system es mates are not really robust in the
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explanatory variables can actually be treated as exogenous. Under this null hypothesis, the test sta s c follows a chi-squared
distribu on with degrees of freedom equal to the number of regressors tested. We always test the endogeneity of the “price”
variable. If we could not reject the null hypothesis, it would not make sense to instrument this variable, and thus to perform
the analysis applying a simultaneous equa ons model. The Sargan test for overiden fying restric ons examines whether the
applied instruments are valid: the rejec on of the null hypothesis casts doubt on the validity of our instruments. Sadly, this
test can only be performed if our equa on is overiden fied, that is if we have more instruments than endogenous regressors,
which also means we cannot test whether each of our instruments are valid.

For the short-term corporate loan market, we es mate the following simultaneous system of equa ons using fixed effects:

LC P, 1,it
S
1rLC P, 1 ,it

S
2standit 2

S
3supit 2

S
it (10)

LC P, 1,it
D
1 rLC P, 1 ,it

D
2 invt 4

D
it , (11)

where stand denotes the ghtening of lending standards, sup means the decrease in banks’willingness to lend, and inv stands
for gross fixed capital forma on (which is not a bank-specific, but a macro variable). In the supply and demand equa ons, we
apply inv and sup as instruments for the endogenous variable, respec vely.

In order to approve the use of the above men oned instruments in a simultaneous equa ons model, we need to argue that
our instruments for the demand equa on only determine the supply equa on significantly, and vice versa. This is rather easy
in case of sup , because it represents banks’ willingness to lend: this is unambiguously a supply-side variable. In our opinion,
the aggregate investment ac vity of corporates will also not be a significant explanatory variable for banks’ loan supply, since
banks’ may take into account individual business plans in their decisions to lend, but not aggregate investment ac vity.

Table 2
Es ma on results – short-term corporate loan market

(standard errors in brackets)

Supply Demand

Short-term lending rate to corporates
42372.4∗∗∗
[6627.7]

44656.3∗∗
[22617.7]

Lending standards (+) (2ⁿ lag)
54242.4∗∗∗
[12838.1] –

Willingness to lend (-) (2ⁿ lag)
57400.5∗∗∗
[11384.0] – (instrument)

Gross fixed capital forma on (4 lag) – (instrument)
723257.5∗∗∗
[214632.9]

Tests related to the iden fica on – p-values

Endogeneity test of endogeneous regressors 0.000 0.000

Sargan’s test for overiden fying restric ons – a) – a)

∗∗Significant at the 5% level.
∗∗∗Significant at the 1% level.
a)Equa on exactly iden fied.

The es ma on results are presented in Table 2. Both equa ons are exactly iden fied, thus unfortunately we cannot assess the
validity of our instruments. The applica on of the instruments is, however, sta s cally verified, since the short-term corporate
lending rate is endogenous according to the endogeneity test. As expected, we obtain a posi ve coefficient for the lending rate
in the supply equa on, and a nega ve coefficient in the demand equa on. The ghtening of lending standards contributes
nega vely to corporate loan supply. Similarly, the supply of corporate loans decreases when banks are less willing to lend.
However, an increase in corporate investment ac vity boosts demand for corporate loans.

In the long-term corporate loan market, the simultaneous equa ons model can be specified as follows:

LC P, 1,it
S
1rLC P, 1 ,it

S
2supit 1

S
3supit 1

S
it (12)

sense that using the system es mator, if only one of our equa ons is misspecified, all the parameter es mates resul ng from the system es ma-
tor will be inconsistent. In contrast, using the equa on-by-equa on es ma on technique, the misspecifica on of an equa on only influences the
consistency of that equa on, which makes this approach more robust to misspecifica on. Therefore, we prefer the equa on-by-equa on es mates.
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LC P, 1,it
D
1 rLC P, 1 ,it

D
2 invt 4

D
it , (13)

where the only new variable is sup , capturing the increase in banks’ willingness to lend. As before, inv is used to instrument the
endogenous lending rate in the supply equa on. For the es ma on of the demand side, however, we apply both explanatory
variables from the supply side, sup and sup as instrumental variables. As visible in Table 3, although the coefficient of the
lending rate in the demand equa on becomes sta s cally insignificant, the coefficient of the lending rate in the supply equa on
is significant and of the right sign. Also according to our expecta ons, the increasing and the decreasing of banks’ willingness
to lend contributes to the rise and the reduc on of the corporate loan stock, respec vely. In addi on, gross fixed capital
forma on again has a strongly posi ve effect on demand for corporate loans. The tests (i.e. the endogeneity of the supposedly
endogenous regressors, and that the null hypothesis of valid instruments cannot be rejected) confirm the correct specifica on
of our model.

Table 3
Es ma on results – long-term corporate loan market

(standard errors in brackets)

Supply Demand

Long-term lending rate to corporates
54337.9∗∗∗
[6199.4]

59219.4
[46156.2]

Willingness to lend (+) (1 lag)
26740.3∗∗∗
[9466.7] – (instrument)

Willingness to lend (-) (1 lag)
31569.6∗
[17527.5] – (instrument)

Gross fixed capital forma on (4 lag) – (instrument)
1234662.0∗∗
[495185.6]

Tests related to the iden fica on – p-values

Endogeneity test of endogeneous regressors 0.000 0.001

Sargan’s test for overiden fying restric ons – a) 0.633
∗Significant at the 10% level.
∗∗Significant at the 5% level.
∗∗∗Significant at the 1% level.
a)Equa on exactly iden fied.

Table 4
Es ma on results – long-term household loan market

(standard errors in brackets)

Supply Demand

Long-term household lending rate
23585.7∗∗
[9316.3]

42111.6∗∗
[20075.7]

Willingness to lend (4 lag)
42501.9∗∗∗
[12162.2] – (instrument)

Yearly growth rate of cer ficates of flat
occupancy (4 lag)

– (instrument)
210672.1∗∗∗
[64713.5]

Constant
202596.3∗∗
[85896.3]

430984.1∗∗
[189725.9]

Tests related to the iden fica on – p-values

Endogeneity test of endogeneous regressors 0.000 0.005

Sargan’s test for overiden fying restric ons – a) – a)

∗∗Significant at the 5% level.
∗∗∗Significant at the 1% level.
a)Equa on exactly iden fied.
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Table 4 presents the es ma on results of the simultaneous equa ons model for the long-term household loan market. We
consider the es ma on of the short-term household loan market model to be unfeasible, since banks’ stocks of short-term
household loans, which consist mainly of current account overdra s and credit card debts, are rather low and, more impor-
tantly, they lack me-series dynamics and thus the necessary variability for a reliable es ma on. Hence, for determining the
adjustment cost parameter of short-term household loans in the op misa on programme, we have used the es mated param-
eter from the simultaneous equa ons model for long-term household loans.

We specify the simultaneous equa ons characterizing the long-term household loan market in the following manner:

LR, 1,it
S
0

S
1rLR, 1 ,it

S
2supit 4

S
it (14)

LR, 1,it
D
0

D
1 rLR, 1 ,it

D
2 flat_uset 4

D
it , (15)

where sup again stands for banks’ willingness to lend. In contrast to the equa ons represen ng the corporate loan market,
however, this variable (which, together with the variables describing changes in lending standards and demand for loans per-
ceived by banks, is extracted from the Bank Lending Surveys) is not a dummy variable anymore, since the ques ons in the
survey regarding bank lending prac ces to households are broken down into subcategories such as mortgage loans and con-
sump on loans. Hence, for household loans we create a con nuous variable by weigh ng the dummies for subcategories with
the outstanding stocks of those loan subcategories. The other new explanatory variable, flat_use denotes the yearly growth
rate of cer ficates of flat occupancy, with which we a empt to capture tendencies in the residen al housing market.

Both equa ons are exactly iden fied: we have employed sup and flat_use as instruments of the endogenous “price” variable in
demand and supply equa ons, respec vely.²¹ Therefore, however, we again cannot judge the validity of our instruments. We
es mate the equa ons separately with pooled 2SLS, since the Hausman tests do not give us grounds for including fixed effects.
The endogeneity tests show that the exogeneity of the supposedly endogenous interest rate can be rejected at high significance
levels in both the demand and the supply equa ons, and thus the applica on of the simultaneous equa ons methodology
seems jus fiable.

As is visible in Table 4, the coefficient of the long-term household lending rate is significant in both the supply and the demand
equa ons, and is of the intui ve sign: banks offer more loans if the interest rate on loans is higher ceteris paribus, and, also in a
quite straigh orward manner, households postpone their investments or consump on and reduce their loan demand if faced
with higher lending rates. Also as expected, banks’ stronger willingness to lend increases loan supply, and in the case there is
growing demand in the housing market (captured here by new housing), households’ demand for loans rises.

The next market wewould like to describe is the short-term corporate deposit market. Here, since deposits are a type of liability
for banks, the demand side will be the banks’ side in the equa ons. We a empt to capture the market with the following
simultaneous equa ons model, which we es mate using fixed effects:

DC P, 1,it
S
1rDC P, 1 ,it

S
2 rgdpt 1

S
3invt 3

S
it (16)

DC P, 1,it
D
1 rDC P, 1 ,it

D
2 creditit 2

D
it , (17)

where rgdp depicts the yearly real GDP growth rate, inv again stands for gross fixed capital forma on, and credit captures
the yearly growth rate of the bank’s credit stock.

Unfortunately, we find the reliable es ma on of themarket for long-term corporate deposits to be impossible, since corporates’
long-term deposits represent a very small amount, and this amount has almost no dynamics. Therefore, we subs tuted the
theore cal adjustment cost parameter of long-term corporate deposit funding with the es mated adjustment cost parameter
for short-term corporate deposits in the op misa on programme.

Returning to the es ma on results for the market of short-term corporate deposits, we apply the yearly growth rate in banks’
credit stock as the instrument in the deposit supply equa on, as well as the third lead of gross fixed capital forma on in the
demand equa on. The results of the endogeneity tests confirm our simultaneous equa ons approach.

²¹ We consider the growth rate of cer ficates of flat occupancy as a demand-side variable since we think banks do not take tendencies in new housing
into account when deciding their credit supply.
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When looking for explanatory variables, corporates’ investment ac vity seemed to be a straigh orward choice: the amount of
planned investment by a firm has to influence the firm’s deposits significantly and posi vely, since to undertake an investment,
a firm would intui vely use the majority of its deposits to finance its investment and to reduce the amount of credit it would
need for the investment, therefore it will collect some liquidity in the form of bank deposits before undertaking an investment.
In order that the lead of gross fixed capital forma on does not mainly capture business cycle fluctua ons, which have a strong
posi ve connec on with corporates’ deposit supply, we also include the yearly growth rate of real GDP in the equa on, which
includes the impact of business cycles, and thus corrects the meaning of our variable for corporates’ investment ac vity, which
now in our view truly captures the above explained effect.

We consider corporates’ investment ac vity as a valid instrument for the demand equa on, since its connec on to banks’
corporate deposit demand is very indirect, although it probably does exist. In our view, banks’ corporate deposit demand is
mainly influenced by the rela ve price and liquidity of corporate deposits compared to other funding sources, as well as by the
bank’s funding demand. The la er is governed by the development of the bank’s credit stock and loan supply. As we argued
above, the aggregate investment ac vity of corporates is probably not a significant explanatory variable for banks’ loan supply.

Furthermore, we have chosen the yearly growth rate in the bank’s credit stock as an explanatory variable of the bank’s deposit
demand, since in our opinion banks will increase their demand for deposits if they want to finance their growing credit stock.
In addi on, in our view, banks’ growing credit stock has no significant connec on to corporates’ deposit supply. As shown in
Table 5, except for the yearly GDP growth rate, which only has a role of a control variable, we obtain significant coefficients for
the explanatory variables, and also of the right sign according to our above reasoning. Moreover, and more importantly, the
coefficients of the short-term deposit rate are significant and of the intui ve sign as well.

Table 5
Es ma on results – short-term corporate deposit market

(standard errors in brackets)

Supply Demand

Short-term deposit rate to corporates
25767.8∗∗∗
[5794.2]

17747.9∗
[10285.4]

Yearly growth rate in credit stock (2ⁿ lag) – (instrument)
103945.8∗∗∗
[31439.3]

Yearly real GDP growth rate (1 lag)
2012.9

[128593.9] –

Gross fixed capital forma on (3 lead)
229583.4∗∗∗
[63380.9] – (instrument)

Tests related to the iden fica on – p-values

Endogeneity test of endogeneous regressors 0.006 0.010

Sargan’s test for overiden fying restric ons – a) – a)

∗Significant at the 10% level.
∗∗∗Significant at the 1% level.
a)Equa on exactly iden fied.

For the long-term household deposit market, again we cannot provide a reliable econometric es mate, since there is a very low
amount of long-term household deposits. Thus, we once again use our es mated adjustment cost parameter for short-term
household deposits for long-term household deposits as well. For the short-term household deposit market, we es mated the
following simultaneous system of equa ons:

DR, 1,it
S
0

S
1rDR, 1 ,it

S
2 disp_inct 2

S
it (18)

DR, 1,it
D
0

D
1 rDR, 1 ,it

D
2 bubort

D
3 creditit 3

D
it , (19)

where disp_inc stands for the yearly growth rate of households’ disposable income and bubor denotes the three-month
BUBOR (i.e. Budapest Interbank Offered Rate). We have applied disp_inc as an instrument of the endogenous deposit rate
in the demand equa on, as well as used credit as the instrument of the same “price” variable in the supply equa on. We
have already provided an intui on for including credit in the demand equa on: if the bank increases its lending, it will also
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need to increase its funding, of which probably the cheapest source will be deposits. Furthermore, in our opinion, the change
in the bank’s credit stock does not significantly influence the supply of household deposits. (One argument against this could
be that the change in the bank’s credit stock modifies its risk, and if depositors monitor the bank’s risks, they may also change
their behaviour. However, deposit insurance completely abolishes this monitoring mo va on.) The short-term interbank rate
is included in the explana on of the deposit demand as a subs tute of funding through deposits (remember that NSFR which
draws a cost dis nc on between interbank funding and deposits from households and non-financial corporates, has not been
introduced yet). If the interbank interest rate rises, funding from the interbank market becomes more expensive, so banks
rather choose to draw in addi onal deposits. In the other equa on it is rather straigh orward that a change in households’
disposable income contributes significantly to their deposit supply: the more income at their disposal, the more they have
the opportunity to save. On the other hand, changes in households’ disposable income do not significantly determine banks’
deposit demand.

Table 6
Es ma on results – short-term household deposit market

(standard errors in brackets)

Supply Demand

Short-term household deposit rate
31192.9∗∗∗
[3733.0]

37074.8∗
[22483.7]

BUBOR –
44294.8∗∗∗
[17302.2]

Yearly growth rate in credit stock (3 lag) – (instrument)
56280.2∗∗
[23789.3]

Yearly growth rate of disposable income (2ⁿ
lag)

320426.5∗∗∗
[103945.1] – (instrument)

Constant
143065.2∗∗∗
[18591.2]

119911.3∗∗∗
[16484.7]

Tests related to the iden fica on – p-values

Endogeneity test of endogeneous regressors 0.001 0.009

Sargan’s test for overiden fying restric ons – a) – a)

∗Significant at the 10% level.
∗∗Significant at the 5% level.
∗∗∗Significant at the 1% level.
a)Equa on exactly iden fied.

We es mate the equa ons separately without using fixed effects, since Hausman tests do not provide conclusive evidence
for their inclusion. Our es ma on results are depicted in Table 6. The results of the endogeneity tests confirm our choice of
modelling this market using a simultaneous equa ons model, although, as our equa ons are exactly iden fied, we do not have
the opportunity to test the validity of our instruments. The es mated coefficients of the short-term household deposit rate are
of the expected sign, and the coefficients of the other explanatory variables also coincide with our expecta ons.
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Appendix C Robustness tests of the
adjustment cost parameters

In order to ascertain how sensi ve our results are to the modifica on of the adjustment cost parameters, we conduct various
simula ons according to the following logic. We a empt to impose shocks on individual adjustment cost parameters, but
the results provide rather small impacts. In addi on, it is also of paramount importance how much our results change if we
modify the common level of adjustment cost parameters of similar magnitude, or the rela on of the parameters within a group
of similar magnitude. Therefore, we par on the adjustment cost parameters into three groups according to the intui vely
assumed rela ons of the parameters in equa on 6. The groups are shown in Table 7:

Table 7
Grouping of the adjustment cost parameters for robustness tests (×10 6)

Group 1: intui vely small adjustment cost parameters

Cash GovBond S LFI, 1 LFI, 1 DFI, 1 DFI, 1

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Group 2: Es mated, middle-level adjustment cost parameters

LC P, 1 LC P, 1 LR, 1 LR, 1 DC P, 1 DC P, 1 DR, 1 DR, 1

11.800 9.201 22.120 22.120 28.172 28.172 13.486 13.486

Group 3: intui vely large adjustment cost parameters

Cap Debt

1000 1000

Through our tests, we change the distance of these categories from one another. Besides, we also experiment with changing
the rela on of the parameters within their group. In each case, we run 100 simula ons. For each simulated adjustment cost
parameter set, we solve the op mumproblem. A er solving the problem for all simulated parameter values, we finally illustrate
the distribu on of the resul ng op mal values of decision variables in box plots.

The simula ons are conducted for various financial ins tu ons and me points, but we reach the same conclusions from all
ins tu ons and me points. Thus, for the ease of demonstra on, we illustrate our results for a single ins tu on and me point.
First, we change the rela on of parameters within the group of es mated parameters, i.e. the group containing adjustment
cost parameters for loans and deposits of households and non-financial corporates. We fix the expected value of all these
parameters at 20 ⋅ 10 6, and give them uniformly distributed shocks, the same magnitude but different sign to loans than to
deposits, with obtained parameter values in the range [10, 30] ⋅ 10 6. The resul ng box plots, which are depicted in Figure
6, suggest that the rela on of the parameters of deposits and loans of households and non-financial corporates are of minor
importance.

However, it may well be that our results are only robust to changing the parameters of loans and deposits of households
and non-financial corporates rela ve to each other because the small adjustment cost parameters are set very close to zero.
A er all, it seems rather intui ve that to reach compliance in the cheapest way possible, a bank will first adjust the level of
exposures whose adjustment costs are the lowest. Thus, the higher we set the level of small adjustment cost parameters,
the stronger banks’ incen ves will be to supplement (or to subs tute) adjustments in variables with small adjustment cost to
variables represen ng loan and deposit categories. Therefore, we will probably obtain higher variability in our results when
performing the above exercise again with small adjustment cost parameters fixed at a higher level. Indeed this is the case, as
can be observed in Figure 7,²² which emphasises the instability of our results to the level of small adjustment cost parameters.

²² Since we consider breaking the intui ve rela ons s pulated in equa on 6 implausible, we fix all small adjustment cost parameters at 10 ⋅10 6, i.e. at
roughly their theore cal maximum, set the expected value of all the es mated, middle-level adjustment cost parameters at 20 ⋅ 10 6 and give them
uniformly distributed shocks with obtained parameter values in the range [10, 30] ⋅ 10 6.
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Figure 6
Variability in decision variables’ op mal adjustment due to the modifica on of adjustment cost parameters of deposits
and loans rela ve to each other
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Note: The edges of the box of the box plot mean the lower and upper quar le of the distribu on; the horizontal red line in the box means its median.
The lower whisker is the smallest value which is larger than the lower quar le minus 1.5 mes the interquar le range; accordingly, the upper whisker
is the largest value which is smaller than the upper quar le plus 1.5 mes the interquar le range.

Furthermore, if we even break the intui vely assumed rela on between the category of small adjustment cost parameters and
adjustment cost parameters of loans and deposits of households and non-financial corporates (that is, in the above simula on
we have also fixed the small parameter values at 20 ⋅ 10 6), we can experience much higher variability (Figure 8).

Now, if we apply shocks to the small adjustment cost parameters without breaking the intui ve rela on to higher parameters,²³
we see par cularly strong variability (Figure 9). If we set the adjustment cost parameters of loans and deposits of households
and non-financial corporates at a higher level, we obtain smaller devia ons in their decision variables. This high variability can
be significantly reduced if we can fix at least some of the small adjustment cost parameters.

Let us now turn to the robustness of the adjustment cost parameters in the large parameter group. If we set the expected
value of their parameters to 1000 ⋅ 10 6 and apply shocks of the same magnitude but different sign, we find that our model is
completely robust to this type of modifica on (Figure 10). We also arrive at very similar results when shocking the distance of
these parameter values to all the other parameters, without breaking the intui ve rela ons.

Also, if we break the intui ve rela on between large parameters and the parameters of loans and deposits of households and
non-financial corporates²⁴, although the results have a bit higher varia on than for the former test, the model is s ll quite
robust to these changes (Figure 11).

In summary, the adjustment cost parameters of capital, borrowings and own-issued debt securi es, as well as deposits and
loans of households and non-financial corporates behave robustly to their absolute and rela ve modifica ons, provided that
we do not break the intui ve rela ons s pulated in equa on 6. However, the results are very unstable to the modifica on of

²³We fix the expected value of all small adjustment cost parameters at 3.75 ⋅ 10 6 and apply separate random shocks with which they fluctuated in the
range [0.5, 7] ⋅ 10 6.

²⁴We performed this test by se ng the expected value of adjustment cost parameters of capital and debt to the same level – 20 ⋅10 6 – as the common
value of the parameters of loans and deposits of households and non-financial corporates in this simula on, and giving shocks to the originally large
parameters in the interval [10, 30] ⋅ 10 6.
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Figure 7
Variability in decision variables’ op mal adjustment due to the modifica on of middle-level adjustment cost parameters
rela ve to each other with small adjustment cost parameters set at their theore cal maximum
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Note: The edges of the box of the box plot mean the lower and upper quar le of the distribu on; the horizontal red line in the box means its median.
The lower whisker is the smallest value which is larger than the lower quar le minus 1.5 mes the interquar le range; accordingly, the upper whisker
is the largest value which is smaller than the upper quar le plus 1.5 mes the interquar le range.

the small adjustment cost parameters, although the more of these values we are able to set reliably, the more stable results
we will obtain. This instability is both observable when their parameters are changed rela ve to each other and in case the
distance of their common level to other parameter categories is modified.
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Figure 8
Variability in decision variables’ op mal adjustment due to the modifica on of middle-level adjustment cost parameters
by breaking the intui ve rela on to small parameters
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Note: The edges of the box of the box plot mean the lower and upper quar le of the distribu on; the horizontal red line in the box means its median.
The lower whisker is the smallest value which is larger than the lower quar le minus 1.5 mes the interquar le range; accordingly, the upper whisker
is the largest value which is smaller than the upper quar le plus 1.5 mes the interquar le range.

Figure 9
Variability in decision variables’ op mal adjustment due to the modifica on of intui vely small adjustment cost parame-
ters rela ve to each other
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Note: The edges of the box of the box plot mean the lower and upper quar le of the distribu on; the horizontal red line in the box means its median.
The lower whisker is the smallest value which is larger than the lower quar le minus 1.5 mes the interquar le range; accordingly, the upper whisker
is the largest value which is smaller than the upper quar le plus 1.5 mes the interquar le range.
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Figure 10
Variability in decision variables’ op mal adjustment due to the modifica on of large adjustment cost parameters rela ve
to each other
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Note: The edges of the box of the box plot mean the lower and upper quar le of the distribu on; the horizontal red line in the box means its median.
The lower whisker is the smallest value which is larger than the lower quar le minus 1.5 mes the interquar le range; accordingly, the upper whisker
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Figure 11
Variability in decision variables’ op mal adjustment due to themodifica on of large adjustment cost parameters by break-
ing the intui ve rela on to middle-level parameters
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Note: The edges of the box of the box plot mean the lower and upper quar le of the distribu on; the horizontal red line in the box means its median.
The lower whisker is the smallest value which is larger than the lower quar le minus 1.5 mes the interquar le range; accordingly, the upper whisker
is the largest value which is smaller than the upper quar le plus 1.5 mes the interquar le range.
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